
Fifty Six: The Story of The Bradford Fire - A
Tragic Event That Changed a Community
Forever
The Bradford Fire, also known as the Valley Parade Fire, remains one of the
darkest moments in the history of English football. The calamity occurred on May
11, 1985, during a football match at Valley Parade, the home ground of Bradford
City Football Club. The incident not only resulted in the loss of life and injuries to
many individuals but also left an everlasting impact on the city and its people.

The Unfateful Day

It was a sunny day, filled with excitement and anticipation as thousands of
passionate fans gathered at Valley Parade to witness the local derby between
Bradford City and Lincoln City. The atmosphere was electrifying, and as kickoff
approached, the stands started filling up quickly.

Little did anyone know that this joyous occasion would soon turn into a nightmare.
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At approximately 3:40 PM, a small fire broke out beneath one of the wooden
stands due to a discarded match or a cigarette. Initially, the spectators seemed
unaware of the danger, believing it to be a minor incident that would be
extinguished quickly. However, the fire quickly spread through the dry timber
stands, engulfing the structure in flames.

Chaos and Heroics

Panic ensued as people desperate to escape the inferno scrambled to find exits.
The terrifying speed at which the fire spread limited the time available for
evacuation, resulting in chaos and a stampede towards the few available exits.

Amidst the confusion, several brave individuals emerged as heroes. Police
officers and spectators alike risked their lives to rescue others trapped in the
burning stands. Their selflessness and bravery saved numerous lives that day,
and their actions continue to be celebrated as acts of heroism.

Tragedy Strikes

The devastating impact of the fire was soon evident. A total of 56 people lost their
lives that day, with many others suffering severe burns and life-altering injuries.
Families were torn apart, and a whole community was left in shock and mourning.

Rebuilding and Remembering

The aftermath of the Bradford Fire was marked by an overwhelming display of
unity and resilience. The community rallied together to support the survivors and
the families of those who perished. Fundraising efforts and donations poured in
from across the country, helping to rebuild the stadium and provide assistance to
those affected.



Today, the impact of the Bradford Fire remains etched in the memory of the
community. Every year on the anniversary of the tragedy, a memorial service is
held at Valley Parade to honor the victims and remember the sacrifices made on
that fateful day.

Legacy and Lessons Learned

The Bradford Fire led to significant changes in safety regulations for football
stadiums across the United Kingdom. The disaster highlighted the importance of
fire safety measures, and as a result, stricter regulations were implemented to
ensure the well-being of spectators.

Over the years, the people of Bradford have shown remarkable strength and
solidarity in the face of adversity. The tragedy has not defined them but has
strengthened their resolve to overcome challenges and build a better future.

Today, Valley Parade stands as a symbol of resilience and remembrance. It
serves as a reminder of the lives lost and the collective spirit of a community that
continues to thrive despite the pain of the past.

In

Fifty-six lives were tragically cut short on that fateful day at Valley Parade. The
Bradford Fire, while a dark chapter in the history of English football, is a powerful
reminder of the strength of the human spirit and the ability to come together in
times of adversity.

As we remember the victims and the heroes who emerged from the smoke and
flames, we pay homage to the everlasting legacy of the Bradford Fire. It is a story
that must be retold to ensure that such a tragedy is never forgotten and that the
lessons learned are forever ingrained in our collective consciousness.
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Shortlisted for the William Hill Sports Book of the Year award.

On May 11 1985, fifty-six people died in a devastating fire at Bradford City's old
Valley Parade ground. It was truly horrific, a startling story – and wholly avoidable
– but it had only the briefest of inquiries, and it seemed its lessons were not
learned.

Twelve-year-old Martin Fletcher was at Valley Parade that day, celebrating
Bradford's promotion to the second flight, with his dad, brother, uncle and
grandfather. Martin was the only one of them to survive the fire – the biggest loss
suffered by a single family in any British football disaster.

In later years, Martin devoted himself to extensively investigating how the disaster
was caused, its culture of institutional neglect and the government's general
indifference towards football fans' safety at the time. This book tells the gripping,
extraordinary in-depth story of a boy's unthinkable loss following a spring
afternoon at a football match, of how fifty-six people could die at a game, and of
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the truths he unearthed as an adult. This is the story – thirty years on – of the
disaster football has never properly acknowledged.
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